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HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
In this quarter’s edition of the RMJM Activity
Report, we will be looking back at the
biggest news from the last three months.
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In October, two projects from RMJM Dubai were
shortlisted for the Identity Design Awards. DIFC
Gate Avenue was nominated in the Architecture:
Public Building category, while the Innovation Hub
was nominated in the Architecture: Commercial
Building category. The teams were thrilled to
have been considered for the awards alongside
the other fantastic designs.

Following its soft opening in the autumn of last year,
the DIFC Grand Mosque officially opened to the public
this quarter. This striking and elegant project is a visual
highlight among the work that RMJM Dubai have collaborated on with DIFC as part of the exciting Gate
Avenue development in Dubai’s financial district. The
mosque completes the Gate Avenue promenade and
with its simple, yet fresh design, it acts as a landmark
for the surrounding community.

A team of three young designers from our
Dubai studio were shortlisted this year for the
Downtown Design annual exhibition. The theme
of this year’s submissions was ‘The Shape of
Things to Come’ which invited architects and
designers to imagine how we will live, work and
play in a post-pandemic world. Inspired by the
exhibition brief, the The RMJM team, comprised
of Varsha Vasant, Doruk Alpsar and Noor Maji
created their versatile “Revival Garden” design.

You can find more information on these updates and other recent news in the newsroom on our website
https://www.rmjm.com/press/

RMJM’s iconic Lakhta Centre has become the first
Russian project to win the prestigious Emporis
Skyscraper of the Year Award. The building is the tallest high-rise in Europe, and at 462 meters it is the 14th
tallest building in the world. Form and sustainability were
the features that prompted the jury to choose the Lakhta
Centre as their favourite. They noted that the unusual
exterior structure, comprised of five wings that rotate
almost 90 degrees, creates an eye-catching aesthetic.

Two RMJM architects participated in the THAD
Academic Exchange this November. Luca
Aldrighi from RMJM Prague and Mohamed
Essam from RMJM PIM hosted two lectures, one
on implementing intelligent design during early
design and construction phases, the other on
the lessons architects can learn from landmark
architecture. The digital lectures were attended
by almost 100 students, architects and employees from the Architectural Design and Research
Institute of Tsinghua University in Beijing, China.

For the second year running Despina Tampakopoulou,
Director at RMJM Dubai and RMJM PIM, was nominated for Construction Week’s annual awards event.
This time she was shortlisted for Project Manager of the
Year! She was one of 7 nominated project managers
and was once again the only female nominee.

Thank you for staying up to date with
us this year, and the best of wishes
for 2021!
RMJM

You can find more information on these updates and other recent news in the newsroom on our website
https://www.rmjm.com/press/

